PEDRO BORGES.
Improviser, Teacher, Manager
Portuguese. Lives in Lisbon.
Fluent in English. Very good Spanish. Basic
Italian and French.

Marketing and Business Communication
Pedro has a degree in Business
Communication (ISCEM, Lisbon), he did several internships in Portugal,
working in a PR agency, a Graphic Design agency and a Commercial
Television department. Later he worked for 4 years as a Marketing
Manager in public television network RTP, as a project manager and
ratings analyst.
Theater and Improvisation
Pedro took Theater lessons during his career in RTP and performed in
several plays. He ended up pursuing this Theater passion and took it as a
full time job, since 2004, in portuguese professional group Teatro A
Barraca, where he worked for years in countless productions in Portugal
and abroad.
In 2008, Pedro co-founded portuguese Improvisation group OS
IMPROVÁVEIS, while he specialized in Improvisational Theater, taking
several courses in Chicago, New York and Europe. The group became
one of the most reputable ensembles in Portugal and a reference in the
european improvisation scene, counting more than 800 shows and
85.000 spectators in 9 years.
Pedro participates regularly in international festivals (Chicago, New
York, Amsterdam, Rio de Janeiro, Piombino, Salento, Milan, Padova,
Berlin, Copenhagen, Barcelona, Maiorca, etc), as a performer and/or
teacher.
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Teaching and Coaching
Pedro teaches weekly Improvisation courses in Lisbon, along with
his group for many years, counting 16 classes of graduate students
that have grown into their own Improv groups and keep an active
community.
Pedro also does regular corporate shows and training to big companies
in Portugal, for clients such as: BAYER, SANTANDER, MILLENIUM BCP,
BP, GALP, LEO PHARMA, MENARINI, ROCHE, WURTH, MINI, PFIZER,
VORWERK, JUNKERS, ONEY, etc.
He
developed,
along
with
Marta
Borges
from
OS
IMPROVÁVEIS, several business programs (shows, interactive talks,
workshops and intensive programs) that apply Improvisation
techniques to the corporate world. They have been working with
corporate groups, developing their soft skills through the use of
Improvisation, Storytelling, non-verbal language and communication
techniques.
The corporate programs have been always very successful and they are
custom-made according with the client’s briefings, objectives and each
group’s profile and expectations.
Pedro also works as a television actor and voice actor.
More about PEDRO BORGES
www.facebook.com/petroniborges

More about OS IMPROVÁVEIS
www.osimprovaveis.com
www.facebook.com/osimprovaveis.oficial
www.youtube.com/osimprovaveis
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